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Shanghai K-lite Industrial Co., Ltd is a Professional Manufacturer Engaged in
Developing and Producing a Variety of Warning Reflectors and Reflective
Lenses in Traffic Safety Area

Our company is proud of and based on these best technical sources to offer you the best
service.

(PRWEB) November 27, 2004 -- Shanghai K-lite Industrial Co., Ltd is a professional manufacturer engaged in
developing and producing a variety of warning reflectors and reflective lenses in traffic safety area. As our
background, we are the important joint venture of DBM Reflex groups, who are the top maker of reflex e-forms
and one of the best optical designers in the auto industry with more than 30 years experiences. Our company is
proud of and based on these best technical sources to offer you the best service.

K-lite Industrial Co., Ltd: K-lite was founded by DBM Taiwan and located in Shanghai of Mainland China,
who inherits DBMÂ�s technical knowledge in order to explore the reflective lens business in the world. With
the supports of e-forms from Canada and adopting the molds and technical skills from Taiwan, we are able to
manufacture the best and competitive plastic reflectors.

Our Reflex products
1. Triangle WarningMark (Road Triangle Stopper)
2. Barrier Delineator (Traffic Reflective Mark)
3. Pavement Marker (Reflective Convex Sign, Road Stud)
4. Reflective Guide (Shape: round, triangular and oblong)
5. Reflectors for Bicycle parts (include pedal, wheel, head and rear parts)
6. Motorcycle Reflective Lenses
7. Reflectors for big vehicles (like truck and bus)

Our Market Strategies
1. We accept both OEM and ODM assignments from you.
2. Our products are able to meet international standards like ECE, SAE and JIS.
3. Offer customers more services like solutions to optical design problems and other relative technical advices.
4. Combine the all advantages from DBM in Canada, DBM in Taiwan and K-lite in Mainland China to make
competitive price and best quality.
5. Improve the worldÂ�s safety and satisfy our customers are our priorities.

Contactor: Rajah Min Liyuan
Director of business development-overseas
Phone: 086-021-5476 2703
Fax: 086-021-5476 2705
DBM_RAJAH@HOTMAIL.COM
WWW.SHK-LITE.COM
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Rajah Min
K-LITE SHANGHAI INC
http://WWW.SHK-LITE.COM
086-021-64464672

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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